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A Growing Problem
• There is a fast widening opportunity gap 

related to transport availability and access
• The economics of transport are changing 

and not everyone can keep up (more than 
15% of household spending is on transport) 

• The demands of the economy and society 
are becoming more complex and divergent

• Public expenditure is under greater 
pressure and the political heat is rising 



Developing Transport Policies for 
Social Outcomes

• 1950s – promoting the use of cars to enable 
greater participation in society

• 1960s – developing road network to widen 
network coverage

• 1970s and 80s – promoting greater personal 
mobility and transport growth

• 1990s – balancing supply and demand to 
achieve social and economic goals

• 2000 to date – refining policy for better value



Evolving Policy and Practice
• 1998 – Access as a policy aim
• 2001- “Going Places"  
• 2003 – “Making the Connections” 
• 2004 – Pilot projects
• 2006 – Health and transport with care
• 2007 – Single Outcome Agreements, 

commissioning guidance, access plans
• 2011 – 2013  Taking stock 
• 2014 – Community Empowerment 



Valuing Social Transport
• Accessibility, economy, environment, 

integration, safety
• Very little demonstration of the value of social 

transport 
– Value to policy – e.g. health, social care
– Expressed accessibility – TEE
– Community accessibility – opportunity for all
– Comparative accessibility
– Stated accessibility – public acceptability

http://www.hitrans.org.uk/documents/value_of_community_transport_economic_analysis.pdf 



Better Value –
Going Places

• More than 50 
recommendations 
about better use of 
resources and clearer 
standards of service

• NHS, education, 
social work, 
transport

• >£200m…

Policies and 
eligibility not 

related to 
budgets Procurement 

not joined up

Level of 
service 
unclear

Muddling 
through



Local Government in Scotland Act 
2003

• Local authorities 
responsible for ensuring 
good access

• Checking and organising
– General audit
– Specific review
– Plan
– Commission
– Monitor

Strategic 
assessment

Local 
assessment

Option 
Appraisal
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Who pays for 
community 
transport, 
taxi, public 
transport 
and parking 
costs?

Customer receives joining 
details with general travel 

guidance

Agree suitable arrangements 
for specific trip e.g. phone 

call to booking centre

Travel Deal 
information/ assistance/ ticket/ 

voucher

Customer feedback

Commissioning 
Traveline, SAS, 
MyBus, CT, etc.

Location

Policies  
social/medical, 

economic, 
environmental

Pilot Projects
User Provider

A plan for every site and organisation?



Community Planning - Closing the 
Accessibility Gap

Combined fixed services

Flexible services

Combined flexible services

Planned accessible flexible servicesPlanned accessible fixed services

InformationTime/network coverage/reliability

Check that each person’s needs are met and organise solutions to tackle gaps

Build roads and railways

Built networks

Fixed services

Deliverable, Understandable, Measurable, Beneficial (DUMB)

Specific, managed, achievable, responsive, targeted (SMART)



Gaps in Community Planning
Community Engagement
• Most areas have correctly 

identified the aims
– “Transport needs to be 

affordable, available and 
linked together”

– “Schools and leisure facilities 
need to be available and 
accessible to all”

Single Outcomes
• The shared outcomes are 

generally good 
– “Increase number of visits to 

leisure facilities by 
concessionary card holders in 
receipt of benefits” 

– “Increase percentage of 
people who walk or cycle to 
work and school”

If we have cross sector problems like social 
transport issues then community planning probably 

is not yet fixing them. 

Delivery managed under commissioning strategy, 
regeneration strategy, transport strategy…



Organising Cross Sector Working 
through Service Agreements

Manageable 
actions

Clear 
deliverables

Accountable 
management

Timescales 
and 

resourcing

Monitored 
by

Reduce cost for ….. Low cost wheels to work Social services manager 
in…

Number of 
people…

Close gap in PT 
network at…

New bus 
routes…supported taxi 
services

Transport manager in 
….

Tackle skills for ….. Travel training Volunteers in…

Overcome physical 
barriers for…

Pedestrian crossings Roads …..

Deal with security 
concerns

Street lighting….extra 
policing…

Maintenance…

Lack of awareness of 
public transport

Personalised journey
plans for staff of….

Analyse gaps in 
knowledge….



Community Empowerment
• Effective community planning arrangements 

will drive the pace of service integration.... 
(SG/CoSLA March 2012)

• Strengthening legislative requirements for 
– Outcome focused “plan for place” 
– “Arrangements for needs analysis, consultation, 

scrutiny, identifying who will do what, by when, 
and with what resources”

• Responses to draft Bill by 24 January 
– Who are we enabling?



What is missing?
• Funding opportunities 

• Transport 
change/innovation fund, 
(e.g. LSTF, CC, CF)

• Minibus fund
• Troubleshooting forums 

• Joint working group 
(CTA/MACS/SATA/Govt)

• Funding for support
• Mainstream practice

• Legislation/ 
administration

• Ongoing……

Taking Stock



Start with the Information
• Publish information about how needs can be 

met
• Information services in one stop shops

• Travel advice, service information, vouchers
• Booking links, patient advice and liaison services

• Work through partners
• Businesses, shops, GPs, social workers 
• Taxi/CT vouchers to keep user costs down

• Newsletters about delivery achieved



Identify Flexible Supply Chains
• Contracts and service level agreements with 

partners
– Level of care and training standards
– Use taxis where appropriate e.g. fare cars

• Hierarchy of provision
– Efficient fulfilment

• Use third party providers to help
– Shift from private to shared transport
– Sell spare capacity
– Deliver marginal cost peak pricing



Funding and Partnership
• Larger opportunities for shared transport 

– Direct and proxy customers
– Clear pricing policy needed
– Work together…..or a race to the bottom?

• Viability, demand and choice
– Some people less social – but are happy to pay
– Common currencies for managing choice…?

Users

Buy trips directly from providers

Better value from: more sharing,
wider range of providers, higher 
quality standards, economies of 

scale and scope

Transport Exchange
•Identify a viable tariff

•Specify quality and standards

Agencies on 
behalf of 

users

Flexibility from reserve suppliers



Smarter Commissioning
• Define the outcome required, how this relates 

to other parallel outcomes and the incentives 
which will secure the outcomes

• Identify potential suppliers and competencies 
and clarify supplier development programme

• Identify opportunities for wider benefits – e.g. 
employment scheme

To date projects have mainly been 
driven by people who ‘just do it’ 
rather than as a result of policy



Where Next?

• Continued ad hoc leadership of good projects
• Sustainability depends on better government

audit – review – plan – commission - feedback
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